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Self-translation and Power, as its title suggests, is a collection of chapters on self-translation 

through the lens of power dynamics in European multilingual settings. With its variety of 

contexts and approaches, the book demonstrates that self-translation has a wide range 

of implications for questions of identity, recognition, resistance and what happens when 

languages and cultures are brought together in the translatorly self. A minority language 

speaker, as Gentzler writes in the foreword, exists in a constant state of translation. This 

captures the book’s understanding of self-translation as something more complex and 

diffuse than textual transfer. Self-translation is also the hybrid lingual and cultural self, 

expressed through interlingual translation, translative writing or cultural mediation.

With this collection, Castro, Mainer and Page have expanded research on self-translation, 

going beyond the scope of translation as intimately linked to the constitution and interaction 

of monolingual national cultures and literatures. By collating essays that explore translation 

in the context of minority or «minorised» non-state-bound languages, they eschew the 

coupling of language and nation state. Their preference for the term «minorised» indicates 

their aim to highlight the influence of power differentials on translator behaviour and 

agency. If a language occupies a minority position, it has necessarily been put it that position 

by a majority language, and the latter is «majorised» by its relative power. 

By taking the interdisciplinary «power turn», these chapters demonstrate that self-

translation is a highly valuable object of study as it is embedded with historical, social, 

political and cultural struggles. One need only read «Babel in (Spite of) Belgium: Patterns 

of Self-Translation in a Bilingual Country», in which Grutman uses empirical sociological 

data to explore the connections between self-translation behaviour and Belgium’s politico-

linguistic history, to be convinced that self-translation is a Pandora’s box from which a 

fragmented nation’s language politics and policies spring forth. 

The power in the «power turn», at least in this book, is as dynamic and multilayered as 

the heterogenous, multilingual self. In their introduction, Castro et. al. argue that to identify 

the workings of power, it must be understood as a negotiation whereby one group asserts 

its control over another in all number of ways (2017, 4), including weighing down on the 

agency of a translator such that the difference between personal and political decisions is 

indistinguishable. They go on to describe power as a collision between cultures and nations 

in which struggles for hegemony are met with resistance (2017, 11). However, this begs the 

question whether by seeing the meeting of cultures through the metaphor of collision, we 
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must too see cultures as monolingual, exclusive and separate entities in much the same 

mould as the national literatures that the editors reject. Something can only clash if it is 

integral to begin with and the experience of a self-translator seems to undermine this 

integrity. 

Despite this query, the editors’ understanding of power does not stop here. Power can 

mean domination/subordination dynamics between major and minor languages or 

empowerment through shifting power dynamics and fluctuating identities (as seen in 

Hulme’s «Self-Translating Between Minor and Major Languages: A Hospitable Approach in 

Bernardo Atxaga’s Obabakoak» and Wilson’s «Beyond Self-Translation: Amara Lakhous and 

Translingual Writing as Case Study»). These texts spotlight the cooperative and productive 

side of language and culture contact as well as the possibility for hybrid selves without the 

violence of invisibilisation. Given these different manifestations of power, throughout the 

book a range of experiences are presented that are difficult to reconcile. There is that of 

a self-translator in one of Europe’s intra-colonised spaces who is ambivalent toward their 

hybrid identity or that of a migrant who embraces cultural fluidity, subverting fixed national 

constructs on either side of their migration journey. Since these experiences are brought 

together in the same space, I am left wondering whether they should be reconciled. Can one 

learn from the other and what might that lesson be?

Still on the topic of power, as the book makes clear that power can be wielded from 

all directions, this discussion should also be extended to the role of academics as power 

brokers. In «The Thee Powers of Self-Translating or Not Self-Translating: The Case of 

Contemporary Occitan Literature (1950–1980)», which identifies the pressures for and 

against self-translation in Occitan literature and the powerful actors involved, Lagarde 

concludes that the ideological positions of the four Occitan writers considered are «correct» 

(2017, 67). Similarly, in «The Failure of Self-Translation in Catalan Literature», Ramis 

claims that self-translation will be damaging to the future of Catalan literature if it is not 

done «accurately» (2017, 95). These comments reveal that each academic is committed to 

promoting the literature of these minorised languages. While this is an admirable labour, 

it affects how they choose to frame and intervene in the debate. Ramis gives instructions 

for «correct[ing]» recent self-translation trends in Catalan literature such that it can behave 

like a «hegemonic» literature (2017, 112). This suggests that he is not as concerned about 

denouncing the behaviours of hegemonic literary systems as he is about Catalan literature 

having a more hegemonic status. It is helpful to consider how Hulme criticises Venuti’s 

concepts of foreignisation and domestication for having maintained the hierarchical 

binaries and merely replaced the powerful with the powerless (2017, 166). Ramis does 

the same—he calls for resistance by moving the coordinates in a hierarchical structure—

while self-consciously pushing an agenda for behavioural change in the Catalan publishing 

industry.

The book presents other techniques for resistance to the power of major languages in 

literary politics. In «Self-Translation and Linguistic Reappropriation: Juan Gelman’s 

Dibaxu», Rigby explains how Gelman uses bilingual Ladino-Spanish language practices to 
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create an emotional safe space for himself and his lover beyond the control of Argentina’s 

military dictatorship. Gelman uses self-translation and self-minorisation (i.e. the choice to 

write in a diasporic language with few living speakers) to powerfully restore his agency 

in his condition of exile (Rigby 2017, 151). This form of resistance within the site of the 

text contrasts with Lagarde and Ramis, who argue that Occitan and Catalan literatures 

should rail for global recognition from other literary systems to thrive. Hulme, in a similarly 

symbolic approach to Rigby, suggests that Bernardo Atxaga, through his adaptation of 

myriad literary references in Obabakoak, makes Basque literature a natural heir to world 

literature, undermining stereotypes of scarcity and peripheralness (2017, 182). These 

examples reveal two different methodologies: Lagarde and Ramis take literature as a 

product on a geopolitical «linguistic market» (Bourdieu 1991) and dissect struggles waged 

beyond the book’s pages. Rigby and Hulme valorise astute literary acts that disrupt the status 

quo, placing more emphasis on literary analysis, the reading experience and the power of 

literature to produce meaning in the symbolic realm.

Hulme’s article deserves special mention as she puts a question mark on the operation 

of received notions like foreignisation and domestication as well as her own position as an 

academic. In the paratexts of Atxaga’s Spanish self-translation of Obabakoak, he affirms the 

minority status of Basque literature, fulfilling the expectations of Spanish readers. Atxaga 

could thus be perceived as self-domesticating and exoticising his own text (Hulme 2017, 168). 

However, Hulme maintains that his insistence on the cultural specificity of the text to spread 

knowledge of the Basque language and literature amounts to foreignisation (2017, 175). 

Figuring out how these apparently straightforward, opposing terms are used in practice 

and to what effect proves trickier than expected. Hulme’s exciting solution is to speak of an 

«interaction» between the foreign and the domestic instead of a binary opposition (2017, 

183). She borrows from Ricoeur’s linguistic hospitality to offer an alternative perspective 

on what cultures do when they meet—instead of clashing, they interact and collaborate. As 

Hulme is writing from the perspective of an outsider and she does not focus on threats to the 

survival of the Basque language, I think that our perception of the pros and cons of language 

and culture content hinges on how threatened we feel as a group.

I take my hat off to Hulme for being critical about her position as an academic writing 

about Atxaga who can only access the Spanish self-translations of his work. She asks: 

«Can reading the text only in Castilian do anything but assert the hegemony of that major 

language?» (2017, 168). There is certainly a double standard regarding the expectations to be 

versed in major and minor languages. Would her validity have been lesser if she could only 

access Jull Costa’s English translation? As academics who are concerned with minorised 

languages, should we learn Basque and not Spanish? Respect for minorised languages is 

also about learning them. Notwithstanding, by accessing new «originals» through self-

translation, Hulme makes tangible the mismatch between the post-structural dismissal 

of the original-copy textual hierarchy and the need for ethical consensus in an uneven 

linguistic and cultural playing field.
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This is a thoroughly engaging collection, as much for the value of the questioning of 

underlying assumptions as for the distinctions readers can make between the contexts 

and approaches. The book is founded on the idea that the struggles for recognition waged 

by minorised cultures in the face of hegemonic actors are demonstrated in literary texts. 

Borrowing from Sakai’s work on heterolingual address and translation as constitutive not 

representative of cultural differences (Sakai 1997), I would conclude that these literary 

texts do not reflect negotiations of self, culture and nation happening outside of them; these 

negotiations take place through the texts themselves.
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